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User Preference for Smart Glass Interaction

Florian Bemmann

Abstract—Smart glasses are wearable devices providing the user always with information, using augmented reality techniques. In contrast to other devices such as smartphones they can be used without having the users aware of it, so that it would be more natural to use smart glasses in nearly every situation. Especially for on-the-go and working situations, where many tasks need to be performed simultaneously, smart glasses are appropriate. To fully exploit these possibilities, new interaction concepts are necessary. Existing smart glasses such as the Google Glass provide a limited set of interaction options. The set of available interaction concepts is still required and ongoing, so currently, impossible interaction concepts should become integrated in new versions. To turn not as providing a great user experience, we will evaluate which concepts might be preferred by users regarding comfort, acceptance, and performance. In the paper second part I will for each gesture-based concept propose views are found suitable to its methods. Therefore, my paper is based on existing studies concerning acceptance and performance of interaction concepts on head-up displays, such as smart glasses and augmented reality devices.

1 Introduction

After smartphones have revolutionized most people’s everyday life within the last 10 years, the fast developing market of mobile computing devices offers more and more new devices with tablets and smart watches are similar unimportant on one’s daily routine, smart glasses are a completely different concept. They integrate into our daily life, what could offer some new use cases. To get the real benefit, other interaction concepts are required. In this paper, I present some possible interaction concepts for smart glasses and evaluate how they are preferred among the users. Presenting the best user experience, I will focus on gesture-based concepts.

2 Classification of Interaction Concepts for Smart Glasses

There exist several alternatives for enabling the possible interaction concepts. One is distinguishing the concepts into free forms and others. The former is defined as not requiring any extra device other than the smart glass to be performed and detected. Out of this group can further be selected a group of gesture-based concepts which I will discuss in the second part of this paper. For the first part, considering all possible interaction concepts for smart glasses, I will divide concepts into the groups touch, touch and non-touch. Touch is defined to be a basic interaction form that is often used in daily life.

1. Touch inputs

A touch-based input is using a finger to perform a gesture on the displayed object (chosen by 50% of the study participants). Its simplicity makes it easy to implement and use. The main advantage of touch input is the ease of use and intuitive behavior. It is perceived as fast and safe (chosen by 50% of the study participants). Touching a glass itself is a new technology that is not yet widespread in the general population. However, it is one of the emerging input methods for Smart Glasses. As mentioned in the previous section, many non-touch gestures are not available on the existing devices, due to their small size and touchpads. A common example of a touch input is a swipe gesture. A swipe gesture is performed by moving the palm from one side to the other. It is a very intuitive and simple gesture that can be performed with one hand.

2. Non-touch inputs

In-air gestures are the by far most preferred touch input methods (chosen by 50% of the participants). In-air gesture concepts, I will focus on in a later section. The main advantage of non-touch gestures is that they can be performed with one hand and are not affected by touchpads or touchscreens. Even though voice command is one of the emerging input methods, it is often limited to mobile phones. However, when voice commands are combined with touch input methods, it can provide a more natural interaction experience for the user. Therefore, I would regard voice command as a good input method because of its very intuitive. Its low score might be due to the low social acceptance in public contexts, where the study was conducted. Overall, non-touch interactions were rated a little bit more intuitive than touch concepts (chosen by 50% of the participants).
4. USE CASES FOR GESTURE-BASED CONCEPTS

To assure a great user experience [1] I will now focus on gesture-based interaction. To evaluate whether a interaction concept is suitable for an operation I will in the following report the concept's performance (performing time and the user exertion) and user and social acceptance. The user input is converted into a task to perform. I first separate into action and navigation tasks [1]. A action task can usually be performed by one action (e.g. answer a phone call, pause music player), whereas a navigation task can be more complex like navigating through a menu or moving an object, e.g. a web browsers viewport.

4.1 On-body Interaction

A factor for whether an on-body interaction is suitable in the area it is performed in. An area attracting attention when touching it or where touching it is important to the user contributes to a low social acceptance [1]. The second important factor is the actions intrusiveness. Body movements which are too intrusive will not be accepted by users [1]. Aside from these limitations, on-body interaction offers less possibilities like coupling with on-body projection, and has the advantage of giving feedback through the human skin's proprioception [4].

4.1.1 Hand-to-face

Hand-to-face input has an overall good performance. The most preferred areas for hand-to-face action are cheek and forehead. Due to their large area users think they can use the best parts of the face, especially the cheek which is perceived as a touchpad [4]. Performing actions on the cheek turned out as significantly faster and less exerting than the same action on the forehead and on the HMD's screen (chosen as direct alternative to hand-to-face input) (Fig. 11). The social acceptance is general good as well. Face contact is something natural [4]. Sometimes the social acceptance for hand-to-face interaction is worse than for HMD interaction, especially in public context, but still on a good level and most people don't mind using the face. Some users show lower acceptance because of issues with facial expressions and diet on the hand [4]. Users preferred hand-to-face for navigation tasks more than for action tasks. The performance is good for the typical navigation tasks (moving and scrolling) but less for the face. The latter area [4]. Only for the navigation task "swiping" the performance on the HMD's screen is much better (Fig. 11). Moreover better than the HMD's higher acceptance, pointing tasks should be done on the HMD (provided that the HMD has an extended touchpad). Combining a non-touchable hand movement with the touch for pointing tasks. The best usable technique might be a linear motion move. The alternative concept has low social acceptance because it could be perceived as the "you are clumsy" gesture [4].

4.1.2 Palm-based interfaces

Touching the palm is the user favorite touch interaction approach [5]. As Reasons mentioned that it is less intrusive, because it requires the least physical movement moving the right hand to the left hand (palm) [5]. Scanning similar to a smartphone touch display the palm was often used as entry touch-screen or trackpad. The palms offers tactile feedback both through finger and handpads which helps navigating to the target, whereas a touchpad can guide the user by e.g. drawing a grid and offers feedback only through the finger. As expected the touchpads is of advantage, except when blindsighted. When blindnessfolded navigating on the palm is much faster, as an experiment conducted by Forrester's shows [1] (Fig. 4). To find out whether the active (fingers) or passive (palm) sense is most relevant another experiment compared performance of palms, face palms, and palms with finger cover. It came to the result that the passive tactile sense precedes the most tactile cues [1] (Fig. 5). Summarized up it can be said that using the palm has much better performance than using a real touchscreens when the user is blindfolded, what makes it suitable for on-the-go usage and impaired users. Because of the low performance score of hand-based devices mentioned in chapter "comparison among categories", the palm might be the better solution is not blindfolded use cases as well.

Most suitable to be performed on the palm might be moving or swiping tasks using the palm's larger surface [5]. E.g. moving an object to a specific position or pan and tilt, or swiping a path [5] (Figure 3). For action tasks which are quite simple the palm is suitable too, according to a user preference study. Nonetheless, if the palm is still used for more complex tasks, I think it makes sense to perform the interaction tasks on other surfaces to prevent occluding the palmb with various different action types. Other input methods were performed action tasks as well [5].

4.1.3 In-air gestures

Due to the limited attentional area users are only performing in front of the chest. Also the exertion using the hands to the chest is low. The around most chosen areas are in front of the face, therefore comes the area in front of the eyes [7] (Figure 9). The main reason for this performance order might be the social acceptance, which is as high when performing gestures in front of the face or the body because it could look natural. Additionally I can imagine air gestures for lists of tasks, but I've not seen assigning navigation and selection in returns to in-air tasks. No other concept has shown suitable for this by now, according to the study Daut et al. approved this in connection with a Augmented and head-up system. The authors examined performance and users acceptance with a gesture interaction system used for navigating to a menu item (a maximum menu depth of 4 levels) and came to the conclusion that spatial interaction is appropriate for AR [1]. Users were able to adapt gesture interaction fast and only 25% of feel inaccurate, discounted, initiated, or arranged while performing the menu tasks [2].

4.1.4 Hard-to-body input: other body parts

Most the body they can be considered body areas there are the arms, fingers, leg, hand, breast, forearm and ring left. These areas could be used for action tasks requiring just one up, each task or group of similar tasks divided to another area, like users did in the study of Tang et al. [1]. The concrete area usage is very demanding. Large surfaces like the chest can be used for lower precision requirements, such as selecting a single icon (Fig. 4). Performed by a single or a group of the area of the chest, a good performance can be reached [2]. The touch area dependencies performance and acceptance might behave similar to the results examined for non-touch inputs. Areas which are hand much less used areas like lower leg, face or high areas on the hands have low performance scores due to the effort moving a hand towards this area. The acceptance might be as well, because it looks weird showing a hand to a reachable area.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper explored possible interaction concepts for smart glasses, regardless of current smart glass version's lacking capabilities. The main factors for whether a action is successful in its performance, consist of performing time and the user exertion, and the user acceptation, especially in a public environment. In air gestures in front of the chest and intrusiveness is no blindfolded turned out as the most suitable concepts. They allow blindsighted on-the-go usage and hands-free interaction, two big advantages of smart glasses against other devices. Both aren't too intrusive to the user and attract little attention when performing in a public context. Future work has to focus on user studies in more realistic use cases in a real environment and with a real application. In addition it should be examined how much effort is required of the user when learning how to use the smart glasses. I think that might be harder than learning how to deal with a smartphone because of the huge variety of possible inputs and the ensuing guidance that touchscreens and buttons interaction offer. User guidance and learning concepts should be constructed and proved.
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